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THE GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY, 32 to 36 Temple Street, PORTLAND 
LOWEST    PRICES-HIGHEST    GRADE 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES FROM  THE  MOST UP TO DATE  MANUFACTURERS 
School Paper, Silicate School Crayon, Black 
Boards, The New Book-Slate (no noise, not 
breakable). Chamois, and Noiseless Erasers 
jgfAU iniiil orders promptly attended to. 
School Text Books 
SCARBOROUGH    MAPS 
HERBERT  L.  PALMER,   151   Main  St., Pittsfield, Maine 
Field Aijent for CHARLES  SCRIBNER   &   SONS' Text-Books 
FIRST-GLASS WORK 
AT 
189 Main Street, Cor. Park 
IS WHAT WE ALL NEED. ASK ANY OF 
THE "OLD BOYS"; THEY WILL ASSURE YOU 
THAT YOU WILL GET A SQUARE DEAL 
AT OUR STORE. COLLEGE CLOTHES, THE 
RIGHT KIND. ALL THE "NEW KINKS" IN 
FURNISHING GOODS    ===== 
CRONIN & ROOT 
110   Lisbon   Street,   LEWISTON,   MAINE 
Please mention Bates  Student in Patronizing Advertisers 
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Capital and Labor 
Clothing; Store 
Then you will   never try   any other. 
192    LISBON    STREET 
Lewiston, Me. 
D. P. MOULTON 
The Prescription Pharmacy 
"£" 
213  Lisbon Street, 
P 
LEWISTON, MAINE 
Over 200,000 physicians' prescriptions 
on our files. 
G.    L.    ADAMS 
FRUIT    AND    SODA 
323 Main Street,     -    LEWISTON, MAINE 
SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER 
New, Rebuilt and Second-hand. 
Machines Ken ted by the month. 
JOHN   C.   WEST,   -   Agent 
N  E. TeL 18141 
Automatic -'ii-' AUBCBN, MAINE 
W.   O.   HODGDON 
The ,k41" Barber Shop 
ELECTRICAL MASSAGE AND SHAMPOOING 
w. o. HODGDON, Prop,    /i 1   T ■ -U      B. 
BDDIB MAKTKI.
4  Lisbon Street 
KVKKKTT Ki NNKI.V LEWISTON,  ME 
GEOKIil!   SHANKS 
AGENT  FOR   TAXIDERMIST 
IT  PAYS  TO  ADVERTISE 
IN THE STUDENT 
Advertising rates  furnished 
upon application to Manager 
F.  II.  LANCASTER 
Tel. 108-2 GE0. F. BARTLETT, Proprietor 
The best work and most reasonable prices 
to be found in the City can be obtaiued at 
The Modern Shoe Repairing Co. 
We will sew on a pair of Union Stock Taps 
while you wait — '10  minutes — 75  Cents 
No. 8 Park Street LEWISTON,   ME. 




58  Lisbon Street,    -    LEWISTON,   MAINE 
FOUND    AT    LAST 
Confectionery and Ice Cream T 
a nice clean place to obtain a 
GOOD  HOT  LUNCH 
he Dairy Lunch 
M.    E.    CLEMENT,    Proprietor 
28   Lisbon    Street,    LEWISTON 
E. M. WYHAN, Tailor 
91 Lisbon St., LEWISTON 
Repairs.    Cleansing.     Pressing. 
To  those who  furnish  their  own  goods 
Business Suits cut, trimmed and made for 
ffilO   CA     SATISFACTION 
<pi£i^U   GUARANTEED 
Please mention Hates Student in Patronizing Advertisers 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
the Best Work      Lowest Prices     Prompt Delivery 
AT   THE 
HIGH STREET LAUNDRY 
Regular work collected  Monday, delivered Thursday. 
Special attention given to " Rush Work " 
Cheapest Rates to College Students. 
H.   N.    DORMAN,   AGENT, •2,'2.    Parkier    Hall 
DEFECTIVE EYES ARE    RESPONSIBLE    FOR   THREE FOURTHS    OF    ALL    HEADACHES 
Less than one-half of these cases are accompanied by had vision. 
We   remove    the   cause   scientifically  and   A C C V IS ATKLY. 
UNCONDITIONAL   GUARANTEE 
Complicated lenses replaced on short notice from largest stock of 
lenses and best equipped shop in Maine. We invite inspection of 
our shop and Methods. 
D.   S.   THOMPSON   OPTICAL   CO 
127    Lisbon    Street, LEWISTON 
ALTON L. GRANT, 
Confectioner 





and  CATERER 
116 Lisbon  Street.   LEWISTON 114   Lisbon   Street, LEWISTON 
I'OCKKT   KNIVES,   RAZORS 
SCISSORS    and    SHEARS 
Paints   and    Oils 
Murphy The Hatter Sign Cold Hat 
and all articles usually 
kept in a 
HARDWARE    STORE. 
COLLEGE and SCHOOL CAPS 
MADE TO OSDBB 
Lewiston Fruit Market 
IS   THE   PLACE   TO   BUY   YOUR 
FRUIT  FOR YOUR  CLASS  RIDES 
GEORGE Ai WHITNEY & GO, We lum> ii of an kin6*>aiso th° **■*ii,,e °f 
CANDY  AND  CIGARS. 
235 Main Street, LEWISTON. MAINE ('all and see us. No. 189 Main Street 
Please mention Bates  Student in Patronizing Advertisers 
RUSINESS DIRECTOR V 
TUFTS   COLLECE 
DENTAL   SCHOOL 
Three year grafted course covering all branches 
of Dentistry. Laboratory and scientific courses 
given in connection with the Medical School. 
Clinical facilities unsurpassed, 30,000 treatments 
being made annually in the Infirmary. 
TUFTS   COLLECE 
MEDICAL   SCHOOL 
OfTers a four years' graded course including all 
branches of Scientific and I'ractical Medicine. 
The laboratories are extensive and fully 
equipped. Clinical instruction is given in the 
various Hospitals of Boston which affords facil- 
ities only to be found in a large city. 
The diploma of Kates College is accepted in lieu of entrance examinations.    For further infor- 
mation or for a catalog, apply to FRKPKRICK  M.   ItltKiGS, HI)., 
Secretary, Tufts College Medical and Dental School, 
416 Huntington Avenue, BOSTOX, MASS. 
Cornell University Medical College 
NEW   REQUIREMENTS   FOR   ADMISSION 
COLLEGE   DECREE   THE   STANDARD 
In and after 1908 candidates for admission to the Cornell University- 
Medical College must be graduates of approved colleges or scientific schools. 
For further particulars address 
W.   M.   POLK,   M.D.,  LL. D.,  Dean, 
Cornell University Medical College, 
First Ave. and 28th St. New York City. 
f 
The Harvard Medical School &°At
TsON- 
With the completion of the new buildings, which were dedicated September 26th, 1906, this 
school now has facilities and equipment for teaching and research in the various branches 
of medicine probably unequaled in this country, of the five buildings, four lire devoted 
entirely to laboratory teaching and research. Numerous hospitals afford abundant opportu- 
nities for clinical instruction in medicine and surgery. 
COURSK FOR THE A f°ur years'course, open to bachelors of arts, literature,philo- 
DGOKEK OF M. 1). soPl'y or science, and to persons of equivalent standing, leads to 
the degree of M D. The studies of the fourth year are wholly 
elective; they include laboratory subjects, general medicine, general surgery and the special 
clinical branches. The next school year extends from October 1,1908, to June 24,1909. The 
diploma of Bates College is accepted for admission. For detailed announcement and cata- 
logue, address HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL, Boston, Mass. 
£MANY STUDENTS pay their way 
through college with money hired on 
their LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES 
Endowment Insurance at 
Life Rates by the Unique 
Accelerative Endowment Pol. 
icies of the Mutual Benefit Life 
Insurance Company :::::::: 
S.   F.   JONES,    -    Agent 
PITTSFIELD,  MAINE 
L. L. Blake & Co. 
FURNITURE,  CARPETS 
and   DRAPERIES 
155 Lisbon Street,      Lewiston, Me. 
DUNN   &   ROSS 
Cash  Grocers 
Main  Street,        AUBURN 
! 
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The Official Ball 
Used by Ml the Big College Nines 
If you attend the big college games you will find that the ball 
almost invariably used is the REACH OFFICIAL AMERICAN 
LEAGUE BALI/. College men won't have anything but the 
BEST—that's why they all use the 
Rga£lv 
Ball 
College men know that the Reach Ball has been adopted by the 
American League for ten years and is the official League Ball. 
No other can be used in 
any League game. 
Rga£k 
The Reach Trademark on all Sporting Goods 
is a guarantee of quality—it means satisfaction, a 
new article, or your money back (except on Balls 
and Bats under $1.00). 
The Reach Official Base Ball Guide 
for 1908 
lust out—It's the recognized authority on Base 
Ball matters. The Official Guide of the Ameri- 
can League. History and action pictures of 1907 
World's Series. Schedules, rules, records, etc. 
W cents at dealers' or by mail. 
If not at your dealer's nve ivill supply 
our goods  direct on receipt of price. 
Write for 1908 Base Ball Catalogue and 
free Base Ball Story by Elbert Hubbard. 
A. d. REACH COMPANY, 
1787 Tulip Street, PHILAOFLPHin 
li USINKS s  D TRECTOR1" 
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FLAT 
CLASP 
A  1  \j The grasp 
H   I ^r of the clasp 
W ^M is easy.     It's 
^ ^        flat—(he only abso- 
lutcly flat clasp garter 
is the Brighton.    Milli- 
ons of men know this—buy «"> 
them and wear them.    The wear 
is there, and they cost only a quarter 
a pair.    Remember it. 
PIONEER SUSPENDER CO., 718 MARKET ST., PHILMELMI* 
32 
Brightons 
are made of 
pure silk web. 
The  patterns  are 
'fif new, exclusive—vari- 
ety   enough   to   satisfy 
everybody.    All metal parts 
are of heavy nickel-plated brass. 
If your dealer can't supply  you, a 
pair will be sent upon receipt of price. 
MAKERS OF PIONEER SUSPENDERS 
<■ 
PROFESSIONAL CUSTOM TAILORS, 109 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me. 
The Latest Styles and Best  Workmanship Guaranteed. 
N. E. Telephone 637-4. PRK88ING   AM)    REPAIRING    XKATI.Y   DOXIC. 
Students, 
When  you need  anything   in  DRUG  STORE Goods, go to 
HE  WILL  USE   YOU 
RICH X McCarty's Pharmacy 
THE   UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 
SCHOOL   OF   LAW  mamta'ns a three-years' course, leading to the 
degree of LL.B. The degree of LL.M. is con- 
ferred after one year*s graduate work. The faculty consists of five instructors and six 
special lecturers. Tuition $70.00. The case system of instruction is used. The Moot 
court is a special feature.    For announcements containing full information, address 
WM.   E.   WALTZ,   Dean,   Bangor,   Me. 
Music and .Musical 
Merchandise    - ULR1C   DIONNE Frames Made to < )rder 
DKALEK   IX 
Stationery, Wall  Paper,  Room  Moulding, Books, 
Window Shades, Fishing Tackle, Cutlery, 
Pictures and Frames. 
Full line of Catholic 
Goods Odd Fellows' Block, 188 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, MAINE 
WHEN    YOU    THINK    OF    MEDICINE    THINK    OF 
SMITH'S   DRUG STORE 
178   TURNER   STREET,   AUBURN,   MAINE                           ?43 M.-IN   STREET,   LEWISTON, MAINE 
SP    RORTF   MAS0NIC   BUILDING,   LEWISTON,  MAINE 
•    •   •    IVvrUUrf Respectfully solicits your patronage 
Men's    Furnishings 
HATS,    CAPS,    ATHLETIC     OUTFITS 
SPECIAL    VALUES   ON   HOUSE   ROUES   AND   SWEATERS 
Please mention Sates  Student  in Patronizing  Advertisers 
BATES ST 
Published  by  the   Students   of  Bates   College 
THE BATES STUDENT is published for the students of Bates, past and present. Its 
object is to aid the undergraduates in their literary development, to chronicle their doings, 
and to furnish a medium through which Bates men may express their opinions on subjects 
of interest. 
TERMS:   One dollar a year; single copies, fifteen cents. 
Vol. XXXVlJf' LEWIS TON,  ME., APRIL   1908. No. 4 
Entered at the Postoffice at Leiviston, Me., as Second Class Matter 
APRIL  IN  THE  HEART 
In April's arms the slumb'ring earth is waking, 
The frozen streams leap forth in babbling rills; 
The song the robin sings, the heart is taking 
To key its own soft choral, till it thrills 
Thro all the soul.    And there in silence lending 
Such unison to low and high, as when 
The warm, green sod, its springtime odors blending 
With frgrance of the smiling daffodils, 
Delights the sense thai gladly wakens then. 
And charms with cheer of Spring, the soul it fills. 
As shines the kindly sun with soft caressing, 
On stolid rocks, or swelling buds for May. 
So let thy life, its wealth of love expressing, 
Shed on each heart a warm and welcome ray. 
The bird songs wake thy praise when morn is breaking; 
The bursting buds some sweet resolve inspire; 
All April's messengers of beauty making 
Thy life and effort to be pun- ;is they; 
While dearest friends complete thy heart's desire, 
And Christ impels to prayer at close of day. 
W. P. AMES, '09. 
PHI 
"~^» .uc 
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THE  DUTY OF COLLEGE MEN 
l! was the 17th century. 
The Renaissance had turned its rays upon England. 
They were focused upon her religion, her literature and her 
politics. The furnace of individual thinking and free- 
dom of speech was slowly kindling. Monarchy and aris- 
tocracy with their discriminating favors, privileges and 
indulgences had been summoned to justify their existence. 
Religious persecution no longer found the persecuted 
weakly submissive, it found them electing the good-bye to 
mother land rather than stitie the love of liberty that had 
begun to breathe within them. The legacy of Greece to 
the world began to be enjoyed by them then for the first 
time and the bud of democracy under the reviving influ- 
ence of the Renaissance began to bloom. It meant a 
struggle. 
Knowledge had been the organ of despotism. It had 
been the secret of the upper classes, and they would not 
without a struggle see that knowledge become the pos- 
session of the masses. Oppress, they might; persecute, 
they did, but submission came not. An alternative there 
was. 
And so blown by the gale of Democracy, freighted with 
the embargo of a republic, the May flower beached herself 
upon  Plymouth rock and America was born. 
To be sure, there was not and could not be a complete 
renunciation of English customs and a complete surrender 
of the ideas of governing that prevailed in the mother 
land but Democracy grew steadily throughout the colonial 
period and gave evidence of that growth in the form of 
government that the United Colonies adopted. 
In 1776 the American Congress affixed its signature to 
that document which voiced its bed-rock belief and gave 
utterance to that sublime, but as it seemed then, foolhardy 
declaration that Heaven intended all men to be free and 
equal. We had started out to do what no race or no 
nation had ever done before: we had started out to found 
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a republic on the unlimited suffrage of the millions and 
trust man with self government. In 1788 the Congress 
ratified her constitution and for more than a century our 
theory of legislation has been that of a government by 
representation in the hope and belief that a deliberating 
legislative body would always represent the popular will. 
That this theory has justified the wisdom of its fathers is 
beyond question. A century of national life has vindicated 
it. On the other hand the test of a hundred years has 
shown defects in the representative idea but no such 
defects as shall warrant us in abondoning the system, but 
such defects as make it imperative that we safeguard and 
improve it. 
With a nation as with an individual, the name is not a 
safe thing to judge by, for using the name as a criterion, 
the nation may be a democracy, but using the character 
as a criterion, it may be an aristocracy. A name is not the 
true indicator of character. 
How do we as a nation classify? Are we a democracy 
in name and an aristocracy in character?    If so, why so? 
Are there defects in our representative system ? Should 
senators be elected by popular vote? Should voting be 
more independent? Is there need of a ballot reform? Are 
the legislatures too tardy in their response to the needs 
of a community and people? As a corrective for this do 
we need the initiative and referendum? In larger matters 
are the trusts and monopolies making our so-called democ- 
racy a laughing stock for other nations? Is the tariff 
oppressively burdensome upon the consumer? Are we as 
a maritime nation to be relegated to an insignificant place 
and the stars and stripes cease their mission on foreign 
waters? Does the corruption of the politician parade 
with brazen effrontery the halls where the honesty of states- 
manship should reign supreme? If any or all of these 
statements are so, why so? 
What is the essential difference between a nation where 
these   problems  are  rightly  solved  and one where  such 
(i,'.^","  !,*l-.^^e^»wFT   •■•   ■,/'.'      '     '"'. ^■^TT' 
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problems are ever pressing for a solution which never 
comes; between a democracy in name and character and 
a democracy only in name? In my thinking the difference 
is this, that the first is characterized by an effective, whole- 
some, public opinion and the second by a lack of it. 
What then is public opinion and what have we as stu- 
dents to do with it. Public opinion is the motive power 
of democratic institutions. It is the protoplasm of national 
life. It is the compoint of the public sentiment and public 
spirit of every individual in the land, the political con- 
science which is as necessary for the ordering of 
the affairs of the state as is the personal conscience 
to Hie ordering of the affairs of the individual. It 
is the foundation of all free governments and to the extent 
that a government is responsive to the expression of public 
opinion—to that extent is it free. As Bryce says, "It has 
really been the chief and ultimate power in nearly all 
nations at nearly all times." 
Legislation in a general way the crystalization into 
statutes of public opinion. It not only suffices to create 
legislation but it suffices to prod those officials who are 
derelict in their enforcement of that legislation. Every 
individual is amenable to it for his acts and its judgment 
is well nigh supreme. 
If, then, public opinion not only makes but executes 
our laws, its vast importance in our social and national 
life must be evident. It is indeed the power that rules 
the republic. 
It is the force which drives all of our governmental 
machinery. 
It is more than power; it is direction also. It not only 
makes the machinery go; it determines the course it shall 
take. The steam that drives the engine of the ship does 
not guide the vessel, it simply produces motion. But pub- 
lic opinion by its very nature is directive as well as impul- 
sive, it moves the propellor and it holds the helm. 
It is, then, of the very deepest importance that it should 
E.TI W .■- I. 
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be sound and strong with plenty of push and propulsion 
in it, and that it should also be sane and wise, so that the 
movements which it causes shall be guided to right ends. 
But public opinion is fallible. It is the power that 
rules the republic and the governmental defects and fail- 
ures of the republic are due, in the final analysis, to the 
infirmity or the perversion or the misdirection of this 
power, due respectively to lack of interest, demagogism 
and dearth of enlightenment on public affairs. 
These are diseases which render weak the power of 
public opinion and we as college men ought to be the 
physicians and, at present should be practicing our 
profession. 
"We boast ourselves in the public trusts that some day 
we shall be called upon to bear and lie back in the arm- 
chair of self-complacency and self-satisfaction flattering 
ourselves because some good old soul in a feeble attempt 
to inspire us gave utterance to that truism that we are 
the men of to-morrow. 
I tell you we are the men of to-day. and it is as far 
from reason to think that to-day we can sleep as clay in 
hands of the potter and to-morrow wake up as the potter 
in whose hands is the clay as to think that the Ivy which 
we shall forthwith place in its native bed can to-day exist 
a lifeless, bloodless piece of matter—dead, and to-morrow 
rear itself a luxurious plant, its tendrils outstretched 
tingling with ambition  for nobler height, alive. 
We cannot to-day exist as parasites upon our nation, 
contributing nothing to public opinion that moulds and 
executes our laws, ignorant of and uninterested in our 
public affairs and to-morrow pose as the shapers of a 
nation's destiny and the leaders of its thought. 
Democracy exists under reverse and breathes its last 
when those conditions cease. 
If, then, a nation is democratic in proportion as public 
opinion is sound and strong, sane and wise, our duty as 
college men is as clear as our theory is true. 
 .: 
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To interest ourselves in municipal, state and national 
affairs, to be versed in them to educate public opinion. 
By public opinion I do not mean that outburst of 
surface patriotism which the presence of some spellbinders 
may create or that impulsive intermittent, emotional 
enthusiasm which party success engenders. 
There is a public opinion to which we contribute when 
it interests us personally in an immediate way. Our pub- 
lic spirit in that case is circumscribed within the same 
narrow limits as our immediate concerns. It smacks of 
seliisbncss and is akin lo that type which one day singing: 
hozaniahs scattered palms before the way of the Man of 
Nazareth and the next shouts, "give us Barrabas," "away 
with him." 
But I refer to that cool, calculating, sober, second 
thought of a thinking people, brave enough to express those 
thoughts, in the presence of which no Louis XIV. that 
imperial impersonation of tyranny, can, unchallenged and 
unimpeaehed exclaim. "I am the state." 
To create and educate that sort of public opinion is our 
foremost public duty as American citizens. To infuse 
into this incoherent and tumultuous mass of sentiment 
and impulse a little more informing and guiding thought 
is the task we should set before us. 
It must be admitted, I believe, that in spite of the free 
schools of which we boast so much, the popular ignorance 
upon vital questions of political and social morality is still 
vast and profound even here in respublican America, and 
the reason, it seems to me, is this, that we have too little 
of thoughtful agitation of public questions. 
Agitation! why that has the flavor of arnachy, of fan- 
atical socialism, says the timid conservative. 
But I tell you, thoughtful agitation has the flavor of 
democracy. It may bring a little discomfort, but why 
stop for that. It cost something to establish our liberties; 
it will cost something to preserve them, and the mantle of 
recreancy to duty knew not the shoulder prints of the 
BHHMBHHI 
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founders of this Republic. It is not a part of their legacy 
to us. 
I urge on college men that as a class we fail in repub- 
lican duty if we allow others to lead in the agitation of the 
great social questions that stir and educate the age. 
Agitation, answering the bugle call of patriotism, is the 
marshalling of a nation's conscience to mould its laws. 
Its means are reason and argument—no appeal to arms. 
College men, are we to be the weakest link in that chain 
which binds the greatest of institutions, with what ought 
to be the proudest monument of it. 
A nation's voices question why! Then let us per- 
form the duty, God given, educate public opionion, the 
forger of the first link, democracy, and the anvil, where on 
the last link, our country is hammered into shape. 
HIS MOTHER 
It was a beautiful afternoon in early summer, one of 
those quiet days when all nature seems resting. The shad- 
ows of the great shade trees lay upon the board walks and 
all was calm and silent except for the distant murmur 
that came from the city. 
But Rodney Sherret walked down that beautiful street 
with slow step and heavy heart. What did it matter to 
him that Nature had come forth into new life, that other 
hearts were happy and other lives glad? His life was 
wrecked. He knew it. Only one thing had kept him 
from ending all his misery and the life that was hateful 
to him, and that was the memory of his mother. 
At the thought of her, tears sprang to his eyes and a 
tide of emotion swept over him. He almost cried out 
"Mother!" in the longing for the tender embrace of those 
arms that had caressed him in his boyhood days. He stag- 
gered to the fence and leaning his head upon his hand gave 
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way to exhaustion of mind and body. He could go no 
farther. 
No one would have recognized in the pale face and 
sunken eyes of that figure in ;i shabby gray suit, the young 
man who had left home a few years before. One would 
have called him a mere tramp and passed on, little knowing 
the tempest raging in that heart. For a long time he stood 
there, his hat drawn over his eyes, his hands clenched and 
the perspiration standing on his forehead. Then he raised 
his head and pushed back the hat and the damp locks. 0, 
if he could only have a drink of cool water! Something 
to cool his fevered lips! He looked about. He was just 
in front of a beautiful house with a wide lawn. He entered 
the gate and went slowly up the broad walk. 
Judge Simmons was sitting in the library with an uncut 
magazine in his hand. He had been sitting there for 
nearly half-an-hour when there was a faint ring of the 
bell. He waited a moment for Rose to answer and then 
stepping into the hall he opened the door himself. A 
young man with a haggard face, supporting himself by 
a pillar of the portico, looked up wearily, then stepped 
forward.    "Might I have a drink of water, sir?" 
There was something in the dark eyes and the gentle- 
manly tone that changed the reply the Judge was about 
to make. Seeing how really weak the stranger was, he led 
him into the library and pushed a great easy chair toward 
him. 
For a moment Rodney Sherret hesitated. Should he 
take the seat proffered? He wanted no sympathy from 
anyone. He only wanted a drink of cold water. Hut 
physical weakness eoncjuered and he sank into the chair. 
As the Judge entered with a glass of water he made an 
effort to rise but the last bit of strength was gone; he 
had fainted. 
For days Rodney Sherret lay in delirium in Judge Sim- 
mon's house. And during those days he lived over the 
past.    His mind went  back to the day when he had left 
-■   ci-^,..v^£.:„.—;,.r?7. ■ -* 
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his mother and come to the city 1o study music. He 
remembered how she had looked up into his eyes and told 
him to be true and noble. He remembered his own ambi- 
tions and his lofty purpose. lie had hoped to become a 
musician of whom his molher might lie proud. With his 
whole soul he loved music, and however changed he had 
become from the light-hearted, pure, boy of old, he still 
believed music to be angel voices calling to a higher, 
purer life. And then thoughts came that filled him with 
remorse. Il was through his own choice that his dreams 
had been blighted. Why had he yielded to the voice of 
temptation ? 
At last a day came when the brown eyes were closed 
and a silent form lay in the house of the .Judge. The life 
of him who had "heard in his soul the music of wonderful 
melodies" was gone out. 
That evening Judge Simmons sat alone in the library 
with his head between his hands. On the table before him 
lay a locket with its slender chain. It had been given to 
him by the dying boy with these words, "Tell her I never 
forgot her." Now there looked up at him from that tiny 
golden frame a face that had opened a chamber in his heart 
that he believed closed and barred forever. There came 
back to him the memory of the day when he had left the 
presence of her whose face was now looking up from the 
frame of gold, determined never to see her again. Then 
had come years when pride struggled with love, a time 
when he learned that another had claimed the woman he 
loved. After that there was a void in his life that those 
who met him in business circles never suspected. All that 
would have made his life full and complete was gone from 
it and yet he must live on through the years. 
To-night, all the old scenes came back to him with a 
power that was overwhelming. The strong man sat there 
tossed by the tide of his surging emotions. It seemed as 
if the flood gates had bursted and the man's whole soul 
went out in a prayer that he might be able to send her the 
r* 
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message of the dying boy. "Tell her, I never forgot her." 
If only he might send her that message for himself! 
He rose, and crossing the hall, entered the room where 
the young man lay.    He was alone with her son. 
SPRING FANCIES 
My heart is glad to-day. for Spring 
Out from her casement leaned, and I 
Could feel her warm breath on my cheek, 
And with closed eyes, half-dreaming, saw 
On pine-girt pasture heights the sod 
Lit with the lively glow of violets 
That changed the sunlight's ling'ring touch 
To purple warmth and hid it deep 
Within their hearts for tlower-friends. 
I saw the curving country ways 
Inspired with life by Spring's first green; 
The maple-crinkled banners flung, 
The birch tree on its branches swung 
The golden green of gossamer leaves. 
From apple-trees the robust robin called 
That pink-tipped fragrant buds would spread 
Their tinted sunshades o'er his nest. 
Then passed the spell.    Chill winds 
Made mock of fancies—yet I know! 
THE   HOME-VOICE 
Richard Thayer laid on his desk the letter he was read- 
ing, and went to the window. There he stood, resting 
his head wearily on his hand, and gazed away to where the 
sun in a red ball of fire, was sinking behind the storm- 
clouds  banked  along the west.    Outside,  the  dull  gray 
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waters of the harbor, like his own troubled thoughts, were 
moving to and fro in restless, unending waves. In this 
figure Thayer's employees would hardly have recognized 
the stern chief officer of the Custom-house; the man they 
know was sharp-spoken, matter-of-fact. Bui at times 
some thought they saw in his eyes, an expression that was 
tired, almost wistful. And they had all seen the stern face 
light up. and the lines of care re!as when he stocpeJ t:> 
speak to a little child. And even when work pushed h \:d- 
est, Richard Thayer had n -ver been found so busy ;is to 
treat a woman other than with ;i certain grave courtesy 
of his own. 
Ten years ago, a slender, clear-eyed youth, he had come 
to the Custom-house and taken a humble position there. 
He had been a student at the University, preparing himself 
for a life different from this—a life that he loved—when 
he learned that his mother, unwilling to burden him. was 
suffering in illness and poverty. Without hesitation he 
went home to her. giving up hopes and plans which he had 
cherished for years—giving up everything which to him 
made life worth living. 
The years that followed were filled with hard, cease- 
less work. At first his whole being rebelled at the drudg- 
ery and he found it hard to fight down his dissatisfaction 
with the life. But he struggled against these feelings, and 
in time they were crushed down and forced out of his 
heart. Still, he seemed older, and there were hard, bitter 
lines about his mouth. As the years went by he became 
accustomed to the dull routine and gave himself up to 
the work. Hopelessly, ceaselessly, he worked—almost like 
a machine. The care of his helpless mother came to be 
his only interest outside the Custom-house. 
After ten years he had risen to his present position, but 
he was not the Richard Thayer of old. His mother, the 
only connecting link with that other life, had died two 
years before, leaving him alone in the world. Almost 
forgotten now were the friendships, the plans, the ambi- 
■.-__ 
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turns and the high hopes of his youth. He eared for noth- 
ing but the work of the Custom-house, desired nothing but 
greater honors, higher position, from the government. A 
sharp tone and a curt, indifferent, manner had taken the 
plaee of the cheery smile and unconscious charm that used 
to win every heart. If sometimes he realized vaguely 
that his life was empty and lonely, he attributed it to the 
loss of his mother. Thus he lived on from day to day. 
The passing years tinged his dark hair with gray; his 
shoulders stooped a little beneath their cares. 
To-night these cares seemed to rest more heavily on 
him than usual. lie was completely tired out in mind 
and body, and oppressed with a sense of loneliness. The; 
lette*r he had been reading had set at naught some of his 
most, carefully-laid plans. The government had placed in 
his hands the matter of capturing Captain Tom Reed, one 
of the most daring and successful smugglers on the coast. 
For years they had hunted him in vain, and now, all his 
pride aroused by the trust, Thaycr had been certain that 
his plans would be successful. But this letter told him 
that he had failed. "The Crescent.*' the boat of the 
smuggler, had eluded her pursuers, and they had not been 
able to sight her again, though she must be near the coast. 
He refolded the letter and put it in its place. This 
last disappointment was almost loo much for his over- 
burdened mind. Leaving the building he walked out to the 
cliffs, and stood a long lime, looking down at the deep. 
black, swirling, water. Into the emptiness of his heart 
he drew the refreshing air. He did not know why he felt 
alone, nor what was waiting in his life. But the great 
void was there, and he was conscious of it. 
Absorbed in his own thoughts, he wandered on down 
the shore, and did nnl notice that darkness was gradually 
settling over the land. He was thinking of the half-for- 
gotten days of the past. I'p through the years came the 
memory of the high ideals he had once cherished, and the 
great  things  he  had   intended to do.       And there swept 
» 
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over him a realization of what he had done. He saw the 
wasted years; he saw his own life laid bare in all its nar- 
rowness and loneliness. Lonely, because he had no one to 
give a word of praise or encouragement—not one friend 
who cared. 
He was aproaching a little cottage set back from the 
rocks. From the window a bright light glimmered through 
the darkness. "The cottage of some fisherman," he 
thought, "some fisherman, for whose coming they were 
anxiously watching and waiting. If there had been some- 
one watching and waiting for him. to care for him like 
this, how different it might all have been!" 
"When he reached the cottage he stopped, and an invol- 
untary exclamation of pleasure escaped him at the picture 
he saw. The shades drawn back disclosed a cozy room 
and a table set for tea, with snow white cloth and polished 
steel. Before the open fire two laughing children were 
tumbling about in play, while a sweet-faced woman moved 
about the room, busy with preparing tea. She came often 
to the window and shading her eyes, gazed out anxiously 
into the night. Outside in the darkness Thayer stood 
watching, and knew, at last, what made life worth while. 
What sacrifices a man could make—what great things he 
eould accomplish when someone was waiting at home like 
this! What was the value of praise and honor when there 
was no one to understand and sympathize? 
Slowly he turned away, and sadly, for he knew that he 
had missed one of the grandest things that life holds.' 
The shrieking of the wind increased as he hurried back 
along the shore, and in the loud roar of the breakers 
thundering against the rocks he almost fancied he could 
hear voices. Suddenly he stood still. There was a voice; 
there was someone out there in the storm and darkness, 
struggling for his life! He wheeled quickly and ran down 
to the small pier nearby. Leaning forward and straining 
his eyes, he discerned the dark outlines of a little vessel, 
tossing helplessly over near the rocks at the right. 
. -_ZW 
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Without a moment's hesitation he cut the rope of the 
boat tied to the pier, and seized the oars. It seemed 
madness to venture out into those black, rolling waters, but 
his life was worthless, and perhaps someone was waiting 
at home for the one who was in danger. 
lie breathed forth a prayer and stiffened every muscle. 
The next moment the boat was swept forward. Then 
came fierce battles against a power almost overwhelming, 
followed by terrible plunges down, down into chasms of 
water. And through it all, the voice called him onward. 
Nearer he came to the shadowy object tossing helplessly 
on the waves. He was seen, and an encouraging shout 
came to him. A great wave brought him to the sinking 
vessel, and as the dark form loomed before him. his heart 
stood still. For on the side, in bold white letters, he saw 
"The Crescent!" 
The Custom-house officer crouched ready, on the alert. 
A strong hand held the boat, and a figure sprang in beside 
him. But scarcely had the man touched the boat when 
the ever-ready-hand-cuffs were snapped about his wrists. 
Then the boat swept away into the roaring waters. 
Bravely the little craft fought its way, and the two 
men clung desperately, grim and silent. Thayer's heart 
beat loud with triumph. The smuggler could not escape 
him. 
Finally he reached land, with his captive. Revolver 
in hand, he sprang out, prepared to fight, and covered the 
smuggler. But the man made no attempt at an escape 
worse than useless. Thayer saw the figure before him 
straighten, and heard a rough voice say: 
"Mr. Thayer, sir, I know you had a purpose in it, 
but that was the deed of a brave man, and I want to thank 
you, and just ask you if you'll tell them up yonder in the 
house how it was." And he motioned back to the little 
cottage on the rocks,—to the light which a short time 
before had shone across Thayer's path. 
Slowly Thayer looked toward the cottage, then back to 
-IT 
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his prisoner. This, then, was the one for whom they were 
watching up there, this was the one they loved! 
Then before him rose visions of his triumph—the honor 
and praise he would receive from all. He would gain all 
that he lived for, fame and position, but could he destroy 
the love and peace of that little home? 
Slowly he lowered his revolver, and unfastened the 
handcuffs. He pointed up to the little cottage. "Go back 
to them. Captain," he said softly. "They're waiting for 
you.'' 
A. C. D., 1911. 
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EDITORIALS 
_,   ,      n ..     The basket-ball season  just closed,  tho Basket Ball .        ... . *.   . .    .    ' not gratifying in point ot victories won, 
we consider, presents no cause for discouragement. On 
the other hand any dissatisfaction over our record in the 
past year, we feel, is all the more reason why we should 
advocate a continuance of the game. This year's exper- 
ience, however, has brought to our notice a few evident 
objections for maintaining basket-ball at Bates as an inter- 
collegiate sport. First, the greater part of the best material 
for basket-ball must necessarily come from those who par- 
ticipate in foot-ball in the fall and track or base-ball in 
the spring. In the past those students who have had'to 
sacrifice their studies for athletics have had a chance in 
the winter term to vindicate their ability as students. 
But with basket-ball included the winter term holds out 
the same distractions from study as the other terms. 
Again it is a game in which only a few of the students 
can compete and crowds out the inter-class contests which 
formerly allowed a far greater number to participate. 
Moreover, the prominence already given to athletics among 
colleges has called forth severe criticism from many lead- 
ing  educators.    The   addition   of  inter-collegiate  basket- 
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ball, in our own mind, justifies more fully their criticism 
;is applied to Hates. We would not for a moment consider 
the banishment of our other inter-collegiate sports but 
whereas the number of athletes are limited we think 
we are warranted in saying that the time now given to this 
game might better be employed in such phases of college 
work as are necessarily neglected during the fall and 
spring terms. 
-.        _.   f To the majority of the boys the present Gym Work „ . *        ...      . 
course or gym work presents nothing but 
a duty which is, to say the least, decidedly unpleasant. 
Attendance is shunned if possible and the work done in 
general dilatory and half-hearted. Were it not for the 
variety of games occasionally interspersed the condition 
would be almost unbearable. We make so bold as to sug- 
gest that a substitution of lively and interesting contests 
for the present, painful and nerve-racking drills would 
meet with more hearty co-operation on the part of the stu- 
dent body. 
.    c    . The readers of the STUDENT, perhaps, An hxplanation ,. , , „ 
were  disappointed  to  see  such  a  small 
amount of Alumni Notes and the entire omission of the 
Exchanges in the March issue.    The editors were not less 
disappointed, and besides were surprised to find so much 
omitted   in   that   issue.    Thru   some   mistaken    idea   the 
printers, finding that there was too much copy, used their 
own  judgment  in   rejecting  materials  without  consulting 
the editor.     We trust  thai  no such mistake will  occur in 
the future. 
THE  WORK OF THE  Y. W. C. A. 
Our   Association   has   been   very   fortunate   in   having 
several distinguished visitors this year, many of whom, have 
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addressed   our   Monday   evening   meetings   and   also   the 
Union meetings. 
Last spring Miss Elizabeth Perkins, '05, addressed the 
Association in an appeal for student volunteers to carry 
the message of salvation to the Chinese and to all those 
who have been less fortunate than we in receiving the 
blessings of Christ's lo\e. Later Miss Mary I. Bentley, 
who is Secretary of the New England Territorial Com- 
mittee, made us her first visit. She led two meetings, and 
opportunity was given to all who wished, to meet her in 
private conference. She has a very pleasing, earnest, 
Christian manner and all the girls were greatly benefited 
and strengthened by her kindly words. 
In the fall, we were much pleased to receive a brief 
call from Miss Beach, the Executive Secretary of the Ter- 
ritorial Committee. She met the girls informally but we 
found in her a charming friend. Miss Sheldon, the City 
Secretary, also made us a call, while here to visit the 
Lewiston Young Women's Christian Association. 
Miss Mary A. Taggart, Superintendent of the Dea- 
coness Home in Boston, spoke before one of our Monday 
evening meetings and in an interesting manner told us of 
the work of the Deaconess Home and its elevating influ- 
ences upon the poorer classes in Boston. Miss Taggart 
sang several of the "old. old hymns" and accompanied her- 
self with the zither. 
We entertained Miss Helen Calder for a few days, who 
came here to interest us in behalf of th Congregational 
Missions. Miss Calder is a graduate and also a graduate 
secretary of Ilolyoke College. She was a close friend of 
Miss Perkins and she told us all about her hardships and 
how bravely she was overcoming them and what a wonder- 
ful work in China, she had begun. Miss Calder earnestly 
urged that more become interested in the Student Vol- 
unteer Movement. 
Again, we had the great pleasure of welcoming our 
friend.   Miss   Bentley.    Miss   Bently   has   made   so   many 
.^**J 
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friends among the girls, that she will always be warmly 
received. 
An informal reception was given to Miss Bentley and 
Miss Young, Wellesley, '05, who now has charge of the 
LewistoD Association. Miss Bentley told us of the 
affiliation which has just recently been effected of 
the College Associations and the city; she also told us 
about the many pleasures which were to await us at the 
Worcester Conference. 
March 9. Miss Anna Lewis, a lady of charming person- 
ality, gave as an interesting account of the work as it is 
carried on by the Home Missionary Movement in Maine. 
It has afforded us great pleasure to have these secre- 
taries visit us and their messages have given great help 
and inspiration to the work of our Association. 
RUTH J. CUMMINGS, 
March 18, 1908. 
LOCALS 
Dr. Hugh Black, the eminent Scotch lee- 
Lecture turer, gave a very interesting lecture, at 
the Main St. Free Baptist Church. Mon- 
day evening. March 16.    His subject, "Books, and How to 
Read Them." was admirablv handled. 
T „ The    questions    for    the    debate    with 
T-V f. Clark College is: Resolved, that further 
material increases in the United States 
navy are desirable. Queen's College, Canada, and Bates 
will debate the following question: "Resolved, that Great 
Britain should make a substantial departure from her 
policy of free trade with respect to imports." Bates has 
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The Freshman prize declamations were 
held on Saturday afternoon. March 7. 
at Hathorn Hall. Considering the num- 
ber of its members, the work of the entire class was remark- 
ably good. Each one who took part in the prize division 
deserves much credit both for the choice of his selection and 
the manner of delivery. The judges.—Rev. H. P. Woodin. 
Mrs. E. M. Briggs, and Mrs, E. P. Pierce—awarded the 




REV.   P.   H.   HALL 
Response 
Return of Santa Claus Sabin 
MARY EMMA MCLEAN 
The Triumph of Peace Chopin 
CHARLES LEE CHEETHAM 
Jimmy Butler and the Owl 
CARRIE AGNES RAY 
Retributive Justice Corwin 
WILLIAM  HENRY HOOPER 
Music 
The Boy That Was 'Scaret o' Dying Slosson 
MARY   COOK   WALDRON 
Webster vs. Hayne 
FRANK ELLIS INGERSOLL 
The Home Coming Donnell 
GRACE MARION LEWIS 
Nomination of James G. Blaine Ingersoll 
WALTER ELLWYN   MATHEWS 
Music 
Lest We Forget Jordan 
CLARENCE ALLEN  MACOMBER 
John. Junior Taggart 
ELIZABETH FRANCES INGERSOLL 
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Joan of Arc DeQuincy 
RALPH  PENNELL   DOW 
The Heart of Old Hickory 
DRUSILLA  IRENE TOWNSEND 
The New South Grady 
ROBERT   MILTON PIERCE 
Music 
.Music was furnished by the College orchestra and several 
alarm clocks. 
President ( base reports a recent addition to the Sci- 
ence fund to the amount of $1,000. Of this amount, $500 
was given by ;i daughter of ('apt. Benton, who lives in 
Salem, Mass. ('apt. Benton. it will be remembered, gave 
a large sum of money to some Bates students who were 
employed in the Glen House Hotel in the White Moun- 
tains in the year 1894. 
For the first time in many years Bates 
The Choral      now  has a   (,horal ehoniB  choir     This 
is conducted and trained under the per- 
sonal supervision of Mr. David W. Brandelle. instructor 
in History and Economics. The class is made up as fol- 
lows,— Miss Dingley, Miss Boulia. Miss Harmon, Miss 
Brown, Miss Sands. Miss Libby. Miss Bray. Miss Tasker, 
Mr. Graham, Mr. Goodwin. Mr. Tuttle, Mr. Morrison. 
e    < The   final   decision   in   the   Sophomore 
oophomore       , , l 
Debat debates was given out on Friday, March 
20th.    After the last debate the names 
of the winners were announced.    Prom the first debate, 
•Resolved. That a Progressive Inheritance Tax Should be 
Levied by the Federal Government." Miss Alice Alden 
LXZ^« ,.X—~J. — ^J. ?M-- . ,  . 
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Burnham of Poland. From the second debate, "Resolved, 
That Compulsory Reference of All Ominous International 
Disputes lo the Hague Tribunal and the Enforcement of 
Us Decisions by the Combined Action of All Nations Is 
Desirable." Charles Alden Maroon of St. Albans. From 
the third debate. "Resolved. That the Beveridge Plan 
for the Regulation of Child Labor Should Be Adopted 
by Congress," Clarence Paul Quimby of North Turner. 
From the fourth debate, "Resolved. That the Present 
Tendency in Cities in the United States, Is Injurious to 
the Best Interests of the People," Stanley Edwin Howard 
of Springfield, Mass. From the fifth debate. "Resolved. 
That the Initiative and Referendum Should Be Adopted 
by American Cities," Peter Ingatius Lawton of Auburn. 
From the sixth debate, "Resolved, That Industrial Edu- 
cation as Opposed to Cultural Education Is the Best Solu- 
tion of the Negro Problem." Roy Emerson Cole of South 
Paris. 
The judges for the preliminary debates were Prof. 
G. E. Ramsdell, Rev. II. P. Woodin, T. S. Briggs. 
Each of the above named debaters won for their prize 
a set of books to the value of ten dollars. 
In the societies Friday evening the list of Sophomores 
who were selected lo work for the team to be sent against 
U. of M. Sophs were read. They were as follows: Charles 
Alden Mil goon. Clarence Paul Quimby. Stanley Edwin 
Howard. Peter Ingatius Lawton, Roy Emerson Cole, and 
Carl Ilolman. Frank Albert Smith and Fay Ellwood 
Lucas were chosen as alternates. 
The six men above named represent the Sophomore 
champion debating team. They will begin at once on the 
debate against V. of M. Three men will be chosen from 
the six. Of these three, the one submitting the best 
paper will be adjudged champion of the class and will be 
awarded the Sophomore champion debating prize of 
twenty dollars. 
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The question as submitted by V. of M. is as follows: 
"Resolved. That a Progressing Inheritance Tax Should 
Be Levied by the Federal Government." Hates is given 
the choice of sides. Mr. A. K. Spofford. instructor in 
English and Argumentation, will meet the team Saturday 
afternoon in the debate room and they will decide which 
side of the question is to be upheld by Hates. Mr. Spof- 
ford will coach the team. 
Sophomore After winning the shield given for the 
Banquet prize drill team at the indoor exhibition 
in City Hall, and coming in a close second in the final 
results of the meet, the Sophomore boys celebrated their 
successes by a banquel in New Odd Fellows Hall. Auburn. 
Forty of the men were present and sat down to the mid- 
night feast. This was prepared by the following com- 
mittee: G. II. Babbitt. IT. E. Elwood. E. L. Quinn. 
After the feed the chairs were pulled back for the 
post-prandial exercises. Clarence P. Quimby was intro- 
duced as toastmaster, and under his witty directions the 
speeches   began.    The  following  responded  to  toasts:— 
Roy E. Cole Our Class 
"With the Hunch on Friday Night" 
Stanley E. Howard 
Selection 
R. E. Cole 




Class and College Spirit 
Dreaming 
The Relation of H20 to 1911 
Mock Programs and Alarm Clocks 
Debating 
Quartette 
R.  Bassett 
L. Luce 
Ralph B. Cummings 
Paul C. Thurston 
Quartette 
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"Big Chance" Everett Farnsworth 
Fussing Horatio N. Dorman 
Cheers were then prepared for Captain John Williams 
of the track  team. Manager  Roscoe  Bassett and  others. 
The company broke up at an early hour and their 
songs and cheers were carried to the Girls' Dormitory and 
Parker Hall. This affair will be held annually by 1910, 
in connection with the indoor meet. 
ATHLETIC NOTES 
In the last game of the basket-ball sea- 
Lolby gon  ^eld m tne Colby Gymnasium, Feb. 
vs. Bates        29. Colby defeated Bates by a score of 
:n to 9. 
The game was rough on both sides. Colby started the 
game with a rush and in the first half piled up 21 points 
to Bates 3. Bates was stronger in the last half, holding 
Colby down to 10 points. 




Blake. 1. f r. g., Harriman 
Allen,  Smith,   r.  f.,   1.  g.,   Bridges 
McLellan,   c e.,   Sargent,   Dorman 
Mackenzie,   1.   g.,   r.   f.,   Bishop 
Good, r. g 1. £., Brown 
Score, Colby 31; Bates 9. Goals from floor, Good 3; 
Blake 3; McLellan 2; Mackenzie 2; Allen 1; Smith 1; 
Sargent 1; Bridges 1. Goals from fouls, Blake 5; Brown 
4; Bishop 1. Fouls on Colby 9; on Bates 11. Referee, 
Fogg.    Time. 20 minute halves. 
i-.--'.^.- 
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Basket Ball 
Captain 
Ray \V. Harriman, '10, has been elected 
captain of the basket-ball team for the 
coming season. 
.... lion.   William  P.  Garcelon.  Bates.   '90, 
Athletic . „ . ' 
... gave an  interesting talk to ;i  large and 
enthusiastic crowd of Bates students in 
the College chapel. March 14. 
Prof. Jordan opened the meeting by a few remarks con- 
cerning the importance and the responsibility of every 
athletic team, as representatives of the College, on all 
athletic trips. 
H. A. Allen, '06. spoke of the relation of Mr. Garcelon 
to track athletics at Bates; that is, he may be called the 
founder of it. and the interest that centers about this 
branch of sport at Bates to-day is in a large measure due 
to him. Cochran. '09. captain of the football team for 
the coming season, made a few remarks with his character- 
istic force and earnestness, on the importance of thorough 
and consistent   training. 
As soon as the applause had died away Mr. Garcelon 
took the floor. Only the barest outline of his speech can 
be given here. In substance he said that athletics should 
be regarded on broad and educational lines, not only as a 
system of training in college but. the importance of that 
training in after life. Strong work in the world requires 
a strong physique. This is so generally agreed upon that 
now athletic training is a part of every college curriculum. 
He gave as the essentials of college success in athletics; 
first, the right kind of college spirit, the spirit among the 
student body that pushes on the men and makes them 
train; second, numbers upon the held, the importance of 
the second and third class men coming out and pushing 
the first class men for their places; third, the spirit of 
sacrifice among the men: and last, the spirit of responsi- 
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bility. the knowledge that every team represents the insti- 
tution, and should do it credit. 
From the standpoint of the individual, we should 
remember that most men are not natural athletes, that it 
takes three years to develop a track or football man, and 
when a man has learned by actual experience that persis- 
tence and sacrifice will overcome seemingly impossible 
obstacles, he has acquired a most valuable asset.. 
The annual indoor exhibition was held in 
Indoor City  Hall   "Wednesday  evening,  March 
Exhibition -jg Never before has so much interest 
been shown over this event. Trials were held in the Gym- 
nasium, on the previous Saturday, in the shot put, high 
jump, and pole vault. In each of these events four men 
qualified. This prevented the tedious competition neces- 
sary to weed out the fourth rate men in these events, which 
has been one of the drawbacks of the meet in previous 
years. 
In nearly every event competition was keen, and 
although many had the result "doped out" according to 
their own ideas, nobody could pick out the winner.of the 
meet with any certainty. 
Much might be said of individual work if space 
permitted. 
Fierce, '11, and French, '08, on the horizontal bar and 
mat work deserve comment, while Cox, '11, tied himself into 
all kinds of knots for the edification of the spectators. 
Dorman, ']0, winner of the pole vault was a surprise to 
many, and can easily make an intercollegiate man. 
The best event of the evening was by all odds the relay 
race, in which 1909 and 1910 tied for first place. The 
relay between Bates '11, and Bowdoin '11, easily fell to 
Bates. 
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Much credit is due Manager Wiggin and Coach O'Don- 
nell for the success of the meet, both from the financial and 
athletic standpoint. 
Following is a list of the competitive events and 
winners:— 
Class Drill, won by 1910. 
Potato Race, won by Dorman. '10; Goodwin. '08. 2nd; 
Martin.  '09, 3d.    Time, 44 4-5 sec. 
25 Yard Dash, won by Fraser, '08; Pomeroy. '09. 2nd; 
Wittikind, 11, 3d.    Time, 3 4-5 sec. 
High Hurdles, won by Fraser. '08; Williams. 10. 2nd; 
Schumacher,  '08, 3d.    Time, 3 4-5 sec. 
Group Games, 1910 vs. 1911. Arch Ball, won by 1911. 
Obstacle Race, won by 1911. 
Relay Races. Lewiston High School vs. Edward Little 
High School. Won by B. L. H. S. Time, 1 mill., 16 4-5 
sec. 
Frye Grammar School vs. Webster Grammar School. 
Won by Webster Grammar School. Time, 1 min., 25 3-5 
sec. 
Bowdoin, '11. vs. Bates, '11. Won by Bates. Time, 
1 min., 18 1-5 sec. 
Field Events. High Jump, won by Williams, '10; 
Page. '09, 2nd; Fraser, '08, Tasker, '10, tied for third. 
High, 5 ft.. 2 in. 
Shot Put, won by Schumacher, '08; Leavitt, '11, 2nd; 
Page. '09, 3d.    Distance, 35 ft., 5 in. 
Broad Jump, won by Leavitt, '11; Pomeroy, '09, 2nd; 
Fraser, '08, 3d.    Distance, 18 ft. 10 in. 
Pole Vault, won by Dorman, '10; French. '08, 2nd; 
Jenness, '11, 3d.    Height, 8 ft., 7 in. 
Interclass Relays, 1908 vs. 1909, won by 1909. Time, 
1  min., 16 1-5 sec. 
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1!)1() vs. 1911. won by 1910.    Time. 1 min., 15 3-5 sec. 
Finals of Tnter-class Relays, 1908 vs.  1911. for third 
place, won by 1908.    Time. 1 min.. 14 4-5 sec. 
1909 vs.  1910. for first and second places, dead heat. 
Time,  1   min..  14 2-5 sec. 
SUMMARY  OP  POINTS. 
1908, 29y2; 1909, l(i; 1910. 221A>; 1911. 13. 
I'nder the leader-ship of Capt. Wilder 
C-age Work .mtj Coach Purington. the cage work is 
being pushed rapidly forward. The infield and battery 
squads arc showing up well. Conditions in regard to the 
battery are a little more favorable than last year. The 
baseball schedule, which has been arranged is regarded as 
the best for some years.    A successful season is anticipated. 
Base Ball        The following is the  baseball  schedule 
. Schedule        for this season. 
April   15.  Exeter  at   Exeter. 
April  25. Kent's Hill at  Lewiston. 
April 27. Andovcr at  Andover. 
April  28,  Harvard   at   Cambridge. 
April 29.  Ambers!  at  Amherst. 
April  30, Springfield   Training  School  at Springfield. 
May    2.  Bowdoin at   Portland, exhibition game. 
.May    li. University of Maine at Lewiston. 
May    9. Colby at  Waterville. 
May  14. Tufts  at  Medford. 
May  20. Colby   at   Lewiston. 
May 27, University of Maine at Orono. 
May 30,  Bowdoin at   Lewiston. 
June 5. Bowdoin at  Brunswick. 
June (i, Colby  at   Waterville. exhibition game. 
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Track Schedule 
April 18, Portland Y. M. C. A. 
April 25, Handicap Meet. 
May 2, Annual  Inter-class Meet. 
May 9, Tufts, Bowdoin, Bates. Triangular Meet. 
May 16, M. I. A. A. 
The  Maine  Inter-collegiate  occurs   at  Brunswick,   all 
others at Lewiston. 
Foot Ball       Following is the schedule for the foot- 
Schedule        ball season, subject to change. 
Sept. 19, Port Preble at Lewiston. 
Sept. 26, Exeter at Exeter. 
Sept. 30, Brown at Providence. 
Oct.    7, Harvard at Cambridge. 
Oct. 17, Colby at Waterville. 
Oct. 24, N. H. State at Lewiston. 
Oct. 31. U. of M. at Lewiston. 
Nov. 7, Bowdoin at Brunswick. 
The   girls'  basket-ball   season  has  not 
R   tr^R ,Yet   been   <,1<)secl-    Tner<1   is  one   game Basket Ball      which   wjn  nQt   be  played  und,   m,xt 
term. This is between the Sophomores and Seniors. The 
Latter fell obliged to cancel the game when it was orig- 
inally scheduled and DO date has yet been found satis- 
factory lo both teams. 
The Sophomores won from the Juniors in a fast, well- 
played game March 4th. The score was Sophomoresl4. 
Juniors 5. The passing of the Sophomore forwards and 
center, and the work of Miss Swift for the Juniors car- 
ried off the applause. 
Following was the  line-up:— 
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1!)10 1909 
Barker, r. f L g., Clason 
Perry, 1. f..   r.  g., Chapman 
Leland, r. s. c, L s. c., Brown 
Niles. j. c.,      j-  c, Hunt 
Archibald. 1.  s.  e..   r.  s.  e., Lane 
M.  Vinal, r.  g.,   1. t, Swift 
Longfellow, 1.  g..   r. f.,  Culhane 
Score, Sophomores 14; Juniors 5. Baskets, Barker 5; 
Perry 2; Brown 1. Goals from fouls, Culhane 2; Swift 
1.    Time, two 12 min. periods. 
The Seniors lost their first game to the Freshmen team 
on .March 4th. The game was exciting and at times 
rather rough. Miss McKee, the Freshman captain, was 
easily the star of the game. She made several difficult 
baskets. Misses Lowe and Clifford, by their fast work 
in guarding the Senior forwards, kept the '08 score low. 
Following was the line-up:— 
S.  Grant, r.  f.,   1,   g.,  Lowe 
Dexter, 1. f.,   r. g., Clifford 
Blackstone, r. s. c., 1. s. c, Wright 
Blanchard, j. c, j. c., Howard 
Foster, 1. s. c, r. s. c, Chamberlin 
Merrill, 1.  g.,   r.  f.,  Cox 
M.  Grant, r.  g.,   1.  f.,  McKee 
Score, Freshmen 11; Seniors 10. Baskets, McKee 5; 
S. Grant 4; Dexter 1. Goals from fouls, McKee 1. Ref- 
eree, Miss Britain. Timers, Campbell and Fraser. 
Scorers, Peterson and Dorman. 
The Juniors won from the Freshmen in a fast game, 
March 12th. The result of the contest was always in 
doubt until the finish, when Miss Culhane shot the win- 
ning basket.    The Junior forwards excelled. 
Following was the line-up:— 
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1909 1911 
Clason, 1. g.,  r. f., McKee 
Swift, r. g.,   1.  f.,  Cox 
Chapman, 1. s. c r. s. c, Chamberlain 
Hunt, j.  c,   j.   c,  Howard 
Lane, r. s. c,  1. s. e., "Wright 
Brown, r. f., 1. g., Clifford 
Culhane,  1.  f.,   r.  g.,  Lowe 
Score. Juniors 12; Freshmen 11. Baskets, McKee 4; 
Brown 4; Culhane 1. Free goals, McKee 3; Culhane 1. 
Referee, Miss Britain.    Timer, Wadleigh. 
The standing of the teams is as follows:— 
Won Lost P.C. 
Sophomores 2 0 1000 
Seniors 1 1 .500 
Freshmen 1 2 .333 
Juniors 1 2 .333 
ALUMNI   NOTES 
The annual banquet of the Bates Alumni Association 
of New York and vicinity is to be held Mar. 28, at the Cafe 
Martin, Twenty-sixth Street and Broadway. A large gath- 
ering is expected. Most of the speakers will be local 
alumni. 
1883 — O. L. Frisbee. Bates. '83, responded to the 
toast, ,,Our Ladies," at the feast of Washington's Birth- 
day, given by the Washington Royal Arch Chapter in 
honor of their ladies, at Portsmouth. N. H., Feb. 21, 1908. 
J883 —Dr. and Mrs. Edwin G. Rust of Cleveland, 
Ohio, announce the engagement of their daughter, Miss 
Louise Rust, to Prof. Fred E. FOBS of Pittsburg, Pa.    The 
i"*1. * '.' "n vr 
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wedding will take place in June. Prof. Foss is the son of 
Uriah Foss, formerly of Lewiston, and is a graduate of 
Bates in the class of '83. He is a professor of civil engi- 
neering in the Carnegie Technical School, Pittsburg. 
1885 —Hon. F. A. Morey has been re-elected Mayor 
of Lewiston. 
1886 —Dr. Sherman J. Bonney is about to publish in 
New York a treatise on "Pulmonary Tuberculosis." This 
is designed wholly for students and practicing physicians. 
Dr. Bonney, who lives in Denver, is a specialist in 
tuberculosis. 
1888 —Miss Lucy E. Frost, who is a teacher in the 
Roxbury, Mass., High School, has completely recovered 
her health, and has resumed her full quota of work. 
1890 —Miss Nellie Snow is soon to present a paper 
on "Modern Student Life at Oxford" before an Educa- 
tional club at Gorham, Maine. 
1890 —William F. Garcelon. Bates. '90, and Harvard 
Law School, '95, has been appointed graduate treasurer 
of Harvard athletics. He is a member of the graduate 
advisory football committee, and is also graduate advisor 
of the track team. "While Mr. Garcelon's appointment will 
cause him to abondon a career in politics, he will continue 
in the practice of law. 
Mr. Garcelon addressed the young men of the College, 
Mar. 14, on "Relations of Athletics to College Life." The 
address was very interesting and helpful. 
1892 —Mr. and Mrs. Nelson W. Howard of Boston 
have sustained a sad loss in the death of their five-year-old 
daughter, Elizabeth, who died of the measles on Feb. 2. 
Mrs. Howard was formerly Helen Willard. '95. 
1892 —Scott Wilson, '92, is the leading candidate 
for the office of State Attorney of Maine. 
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1893 —Prof. Geo. M. Chase gave a discussion on the 
"Aims of Teaching History" from the standpoint of the 
teacher of classics, at the meeting of the Maine Branch of 
the New England Association, held at Brunswick, Feb. 
7 and 8. Prof. F. A. Knapp, '95, and Perley Lowe. '00, 
also attended this meeting. 
1895 —Julian R. Woodman is one of the lawyers 
employed in the defense of the ten Chinese who are being 
tried for murder in Boston. The case is a unique one in 
that the ten Chinese are bound together under one 
indictment. 
1895 -Mr. Hamilton, '95, and Frank II. Purinton. 
'96. are on the editorial staff of the "Maine Law School 
Review," published at Bangor. Me. 
1897 —Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Milliken of Island Falls, 
have a small son. born March 6. The baby has been named 
George  Chase  Milliken. 
1897 —Rev. J. S. Durkee recently spent two weeks 
in Nova Scotia, his former home. 
1898 —Mrs. Henry Hawkins of Dorchester. Mass.. is 
one of the recent visitors to the College. 
1898 —Nathan Pulsifer has been engaged as trainer 
at Tufts. 
1899 -0. II. Toothaker of Berlin, N. H., will soon 
leave for a trip to California. He will be gone about six 
weeks, and on his way home will spend some time with 
\V. S. Parsons. '98. who is located at East Las Vegas. 
New Mexico. 
1899 —Miss Marion Coan, who is the best paid lady 
teacher that has ever been sent out from Bates, has received 
an additional raise of $500 a year to her salary. She is 
teaching English in the New York City Girls' Normal 
College, and has charge of one of the annexes. Miss Coan 
intends to go abroad in June for the summer. 
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1900 —Mr. Aj er U assistant to Mr. Bertram Petti- 
grew, '96, at 25 Liberty St., N. Y. 
1901 —Mrs. A. W. Anthony, '01, and Miss Alia Lib- 
bey, '06, attended the New England Conference of the 
Y. W. C. A., held at Worcester, Feb. 10-12. 
1901 —Mr. Ellingwood. who is principal of the High 
School at Gorham, N. H., visited College recently. 
1901 —LeRoy Williams has been elected Superinten- 
dent of Schools in Lisbon and Sabattus. Mr. Williams 
was formerly principal of the Lisbon High School. 
1901 - -Miss Annie Bailey, a teacher in Pennell Insti- 
tute at Gray, Me., visited College recently, bringing with 
her* some of her pupils. 
1902 —Ray Pomeroy, formerly of the class of 1902, 
has recently been elected principal of the Belgrade High 
School. 
Arthur L. Dexter is sub-master and head of 
the Mathematics Department of the Leominster. Mass.. 
High School. 
1904 -Charles H. AValker is principal of the High 
School in Proctor, Vt. Among his pupils are represented 
French, Irish, Swedes. Poles. Pluvonians, and Hungarians. 
There are twenty-three different nationalities in the town 
of  three thousand  inhabitants. 
1904 -Dr. and Mrs. P. L. B. Bbbett of Hodgdon, Me., 
are receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter. 
Charlotte Elizabeth, born Dec. 13, 1907. Mrs. Ebbett was 
formerly Luella Green. Bates. 1904. 
1904 —A. K. Spofford was one of the judges of the 
Bowdoin debates held Mar. 17. 
1905 —Miss Marion Ames has been elected as teacher 
of English in the Manchester, N. II.. High School, to fill 
the place of Miss Therissa Stanton, whose death was men- 
tioned in the February STUDENT. 
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1005 —John S. Reed, who for three years has taught 
most successfully in Oahu College, Honolulu, has resigned 
his position to take up teaching in America. 
* * 1905   —Amy Thissell, formerly of the class of 1905. 
is teaching French and Mathematics in the North Brook- 
field. Mass.. High School. 
1906 —Wayne C. Jordan. Rhodes scholar from Maine, 
will spend his Easter vacation in Italy. He intends to 
visit Rome. Florence, Venice and Naples. 
1006 —Ross Bradley is to graduate on May 1, from 
the Medical Department of Queen's University. Ontario. 
He has accepted a position as house surgeon at Hamot 
Hospital, Erie. Penn. Mr. Bradley won a Dean's Prize 
for work in the Department of the Eye. Ear. Nose, and 
Throat. 
1000 —D. J. Mahoney is instructor of athletics in 
the  Cleveland.  Ohio,   High  School. 
1906 -Fred Doyle is assistant in the Iloulton. Me.. 
High School. 
1000 —W. S. Austin has resigned from his position 
in the Attlehoro. Mass.. High School, and is now commer- 
cial traveller for a large jewelry (inn of Attleboro. His 
territory includes .Maine. New Hampshire, Vermont, and a 
part of Massachusetts.    .Mr. Austin visited College recently. 
1000 —Frank Thurston. Angie Purinton. and Mr. 
and .Mis. L. G. Paine have been visiting College recently. 
• » 
1007 —Among recent visitors to the College are Julia 
Clason, Ethel Davis. Marion  Files, Frank Jackson. L.  S. 
.Merrill. Lawrence Wight and W. H. Whittum. 
1007 —Mr. II. E. Bowman is at the head of the Com- 
mercial Department at Kent's Hill. Me. 
[.r 
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1007 —Anna P. "Walsh gave an excellent discussion 
on the "Aims of Teaching History," from the standpoint 
of a High School teacher, at the meeting of the Maine 
Branch of the New England Classical Association, held 
at Brunswick, Feb. 7 and 8. 
1007 —Dorrance White, who is teaching Latin in 
the Preparatory School for Carleton College, in Norihfleld, 
Minn., is having excellent success. 
EXCHANGES 
Several of the college magazines for March are 
especially worthy of note. 
"Teaching as a Profession for College Graduates," 
in "Acadia Athenaeum," is an article well worth reading. 
"What Shall it Profit," in "Boston University Bea- 
con," is a love story of considerable merit. 
"The Sybil." Elmira College, is characterized by sev- 
eral very good short stories and timely articles. 
We were much interested in "Bootsman's Story." in 
University of Maine "Blue Book." a translation from 
Joern I'hl. by Gustav Frenssen. 
A number of fitting school papers, also, have claimed 
our attention: Bangor High School "Oracle," Lasell 
Leaves," Philips Exeter "Monthly," and Edward Little 
High School "Oracle. 
THE  RIVER'S SOURCE 
"The river is wide where it meets the sea, 
And fair where it waves through our meadow land; 
It eddies, and gurgles and laughs at me, 
And breaks into ripples along the sand. 
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"But up in the fool hills—it's fairer yet; 
It sparkles, beneath the sun. like gold, 
With ferns and mosses and wild-flowers set. 
And pebbles that gleam from its grassy mold. 
"Beyond, there's a cliff, where the brooklet leaps 
And falls to the rocks amid the rainbowed spray— 
So I cannot follow it, where it creeps 
Up into the mountain and far away. 
"Far up in the mountain in some green nook 
The source must lie where the thrushes sing; 
It's fairer, I know, than the river or brook— 
I'd leave all the stream, but to find the spring." 
p;. K. .Morse in "Yale Literary Monthly." 
The following is an abstract of an article in the "Acadia 
Anthenaeum" entitled, "Does Debating Pay the Debater?" 
The essentials of debating are preparation and presen- 
tation. Although preparation must precede presentation, 
they will be treated here in reverse order. First, then, 
presentation. 
A good presentation is one that produces the effect 
desired at the time of debate. Such a presentation requires 
a man with a mission, with a clear coneeption, and with 
a calm yet persistent determination to make his case clear 
and convincing to his hearers. Surely a convincing man- 
ner is most desirable and to this end what is required is 
not unbridled excitement, but controlled earnestness. 
Second, preparation. Steps neeessary to a good prep- 
aration are as follows, (a) An accurate interpretation 
of the resolution, (b) The acquisition of pertinent 
knowledge, (c) Analysis of the material at hand, (d) 
Synthesis of the material shown by the analysis to be 
desirable.    The first requires the careful weighing of the 
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purport of words and phrases, the study of relations and 
the making of choices. Getting material involves close 
attention and alertness. The third means the solving of a 
problem. The arranging of material demands persistent 
attention. Indeed, practically the finished product must 
exist in the imagination long before its completion. Con- 
densing the material and committing to memory the prod- 
uct of the synthesis complete the preparation. 
The preceding is an outline picture of hard mental work. 
Wherein appears the profit to the debater? No letter 
adorns his breast, no cup offers an incentive to work. 
Does he receive ample reward for his trial? 
In the presentation one gets the benefit of familiarity 
with 'the platform, and has the opportunity to partly dis- 
cover himself. The knowledge acquired on the subject is 
a profitable return for the work or research. But in 
neither of these returns is found, in the writer's judgment, 
the real gain to the debater. The only lasting reward is 
the acquired habit or the increased tendency to indepen- 
dent, careful, accurate, logical thinking—the habit of 
reaching conclusions by argument. Such a habit is a 
necessary result of such analysis and synthesis as have 
been noticed. The reward of doing is the increased ability 
to do. 
S. 
BEYOND  THE  HILLS 
"Beyond the hills there lies a country fair. 
A land of dreams fulfilled, of visions rare 
And beauteous; but by longing eyes unseen 
Because   of high  steep   hills  that  come  between. 
Still, easy seems the task to journey there. 
Youth presses on, courageous, unaware 
Of briars sharp his footsteps to ensnare— 
Onward to go, though chasms intervene— 
Beyond the hills! 
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Some climb in vain, yet, better far to dare 
And fail, than, filled with solthful, dreary despair, 
The struggle ne'er attempt; for, at night, serene, 
Looking below, they view with joy most keen 
The path now made for other feet to fare 
Beyond the hills." 
BEULAII II. RIDGEWAY, 1910, in "The Mount Holyoke." 
FROM OTHER COLLEGES 
President Eliot of Harvard has been appointed Grand 
Officer of the Order of the Crown of Italy, by King Vic- 
tor Emmannuel. 
At a recent meeting of the undergraduates most inter- 
ested in the drama, a Harvard Dramatic Club was 
organized. 
A classic Pageant and Greek Play will be presented 
in June in Hie Harvard Stadium. 
Professor Charles L. Norton of the Physics Depart- 
ment of Mass. School of Technology has invented a fire- 
proof wood that may revolutionize modern construction. 
This wood is made from short fiber asbestos. 
Leland Powers entertained Williams College students 
March 6, with reading from Shakespeare's "Taming of 
the Shrew." He ended the program by reciting three 
of Kipling's short poems. 
Mme. Schumann-Heink appeared in a concert in Col- 
lege Hall, Amherst, March 4. 
The Harvard Graduate School has just offered fifty 
scholarships of $150, each to be distributed with geograph- 
ical attention, preference to be given to graduates who are 
now teaching in colleges or to students whom they 
recommend. 
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BATES   COLLEGE, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
FACULTY    OF   INSTRUCTION   AND    GOVERNMENT. 
GEORGE C. CHASE, D.D. LL.D., 
I'HKSIDENT, 
Professor of Psychology and Logic 
JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M. LITT.I). 
Kmeritus Professor of Greek 
JOHN II. HAND,  A.M., 
Emeritus Professor of Mathematics 
LYMAN G. JORDAN, A.M. I'II.I)., 
Professor of Chemistry 
WM. H. HARTSHORN,  A.M.   LlTT.D., 
Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature 
GROSVENOR M. ROBINSON, A.M. 
Professor of Elocution 
ARTHUR N. LEONARD,  A.M.,   PH.D., 
Professor of German 
FRED A. KNAPP,  A.M., 
Professor of Latin 
FRED E. POMEROY,  A.M., 
Professor of Biology 
HALBERT II.  BKITAN,  A.M.,  PH.D., 
Professor of Philosophy 
FRANCES C. NORRIS, A.M., 
Professor of French and Dean for the Women 
of the College 
GEORGE M. CHASE,   A.M., 
Professor of Greek 
A. KEITH SPOFFORD,  A.M., 
Instructor in English 
•Deceased 
WM.  11. WHITEHORNE,  A.M., PH.D., 
Professor of Physics 
GEORGE E.  RAMSDELL,  A.M., 
Instructor in Mathematics 
DAVID W.  BRANDELLE,  A.M., 
Instructor in History and Economics 
FRANK  1). TUBBS, A.M.. ST.D, 
Professor of (ieology and Astronomy 
EDGAR L. ASHLEY,  A.M.. 
Instructor in German 
JEROME C. HOLMES,  A.B., 
Assistant in Chemical Laboratory 
LLOYD W.  BURN ELL, 
Assistant in Physical Laboratory 
GUY F.  WILLIAMS, 
Assistant in Biological Laboratory 
BURTON  II.  WHITMAN, 
Assistant in Latin 
CAROLINE A.  WOODMAN, B.S., A.M., 
Librarian 
BLANCHE W.  ROBERTS, 
Assistant Librarian 
HOYCE   D.    PllRINTON,   A.B. 
Director of Physical Training 
NELLIE H.  BRITAN,  A.B., 
Director in Women's Gymnasium 
CAROLINE W. CHASE, A.B., 
Registrar 
Thorough courses (largely elective) leading to the degrees of A. B. and B. S. One hundred and 
seventy courses in all. Careful training in English Composition, Oratory and Debate. Thorough 
courses in Engineering and in subjects leading to these. Elective courses in Mathematics extending 
through the last three years. Excellent laboratory and library facilities. Up-to-date methods in 
teaching Greek, Latin, French, German, Spanish, History, Economics, Sociology and Philosophy. 
First-class Athletic field. Outdoor running track and skating rink. Two new buildings to be 
erected in 1908. Literary societies large and thriving. Moral and Christian influences a primary 
aim. 
Necessary annual expenses for tuition, rooms, board, and ;all other College charges about two 
hundred dollars a year. Steam heat and electric lights in the dormitories. Ninety-one scholarships, 
each paying the tuition of a student. 
For further information address the President. 
Please mention Rates  /Student in Patronizing Advertisers 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
THE   GLOBE  STEAM  LAUNDRY, 26 to 36 Temple Street, PORTLAND 








MANUFACTURERS  OF 
BLANK BOOKS, LOOSE LEAF BINDERS 
AND DEVICES OF ALL KINDS 





SUPERIOR   JOB   WORK 
INCLUDING   EVERYTHING   INCIDENT   TO 
COLLEGE   AND   SCHOOL   NEEDS 
88 and  92  Main Street, AUBURN,  MAINE 
Please mention Hates  Student in Patronizing Advertisers 
B USINES S  DIRECTOR V 
THE  GLOBE  STEAM LAUNDRY.    Special Rates to College Students 
R. W. CLARK, Registered Druggist 
Pure Drugs and Medicines. 
PRESCRIPTIONS      K      SPECIKLTY 
Also, Apollo Chocolates. 
258   MAIN   STREET, 
CORNER   BATES, Lewiston, Maine 
Speaking of Speakers 
Mostly   new—every   one   good 
20% discount to  Teachers 
The Rest American Orations of To-day....$1.25 
Readings from the Popular Novels  1.25 
Pieces 1 hat Have Taken Prizes  1.25 
New Pieces That Will Take Prizes  1.25 
Pieces for Every (lecasion  1.25 
Howto Attract and Hold an Audience  ICO 
Three-Minute Dec amations for College Men 1 00 
Three-Minute Keadini;sfor College Girls... 1.00 
Handy I'ieces to Speak (on separate cards)   .50 
Acme Declamat on   Look f>0 
Ross' Southern   speaker   1C0 
New Dialogues & 1'iays (I'rmy., Int , Ad.) 1.50 
Comiiirncrmri.t . an* (and orhrr occasions) l.rO 
Prns and Cms (complete debates)   1.60 
Instantaneous Parliamentary Guide 10 
HINDS, NOBLE & EI.DREDGE 
31-33-35 West 15th St. Nt\v \. ..K CITY 
H 













The Life Story of O. B. Cheney,  $1.00;   by 
mail, SI.12. 
Memoirs of Prof. Hayes, by mail, $1.00. 
GEO.    B.    FILES, Manager 
The Store that Satisfies 
ESTABLISHED   1860 
LEWISTON,       -       MAINE 
Lewiston Monumental Works- J. P.  MURPHY Manager 
Wholesale Dealers and Workers of 
No. 6  BATES  STREET, 
Near Upper M. C.-R. It. Depot, 
LEWISTON, MK 
GRANITE  AND   MARBLE 
ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION. 
TELEPHONE   NO.   410-24 
FOR   UP   TO   DATE    FOOTWEAR    CO  TO . . . 
REPAIRI 
NEATLY    D 
HOYT & McGIBBON 
NG       ' 
ONE   ) 282 Main Street, Lewiston, Maine 





. .       r    i\/[    v   •       Carefully graded course of four sessions of eight months 
..^^l^rtmeni OI IVieulClne each. Thoroughly practical instruction; Free Quizzes; 
it  Ward Classes: Clinical Conferences; Particular attention to laboratory work, ward 
nd bedside teaching.   Largest and finest clinical amphitheatre in the world. 
fr« n» f n t' in- Offers superior advantages to students. Abundance of 
tmeni Oi L/enilSiry material for practical work. College clinics present 
splendid opportunities for practice of general and oral surgery. Quizzing conducted by the 
Professor free of charge. 
Departments   of   Pharmacy  and  Pharmaceutic  Chemistry fntegrai 
£arts of the institution.   All students accorded the same college privileges.   Address the 
lean of the department in which you are interested for an illustrated catalogue, describ- 
ing courses in full and containing information as to fees, etc. 
Please mention Hates  Student in Patronizing Advertisers 
.,_>!>,'-*.•    -{-.« 
B USINESS DIRECTOR Y 
H. C. LITTLE & SON, Insurance 
AQENCY   ESTABLISHED    1857 
Insurance of all   Kinds Written at Current Rates 
165    Main    Street,       -        -        LEWISTON,    MAINE 
MR. A. S. POND, REPRESENTING HAPGOODS, WILL BE AT THE NEW 
DEWITT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, APRIL 16 AND 17, TO MEET BATES 
SENIORS AND DESCRIBE THE HAPGOODS METHOD OF PLACING COLLEGE 
MEN IN RIGHT PLACES. IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS HAPGOODS HAS STARTED 
HUNDREDS OF YOUNG COLLEGE GRADUATES ON THE ROAD TO BUSINESS SUCCESS. 
POSITIONS NOW OPEN, INCLUDING TEMPORARY SUMMER PLACES. 
SEE    MR.    POND. 
Iiit NILKLL I :A . 10 TH£?iiiET 
MOVING   PICTURES   AND   ILLUSTRATED   SONGS. 
Only  5   Cents  at   Either   House. 
Why not 
trade at.. Students! 
44The Corner" Right Goods. Right Prices. 
W. H. TEAGUE UUUT 
Cor. Ash and Park Streets 
FOR   GOOD,   SNAPPY 
College Boys' Clothing 
TM GRANT & CO 
54 Lisbon Street, Lewiston. 
FOR A SQUARE  MEAL 
 GO TO  
BERMAN'S  RESTAURANT 
Only 25 cents 
Lower Maine Central Depot, 83 Main Street, LEWISTON 





The beet workmanship at lowest prices. 
SILK FACULTY GOWNS and HOODS 
COX SONS & VINING 
262 Fourth Avenue, NEW YORK 
GUY  C,   HAYNES,     -     -     Our Agent 
CHANDLER, WINSHIP & CO. 
Book and Newsdealers 
STATIONERY,   6c. 
100 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me. 
Please mention Bates  Student in Patronizing Advertisers 
^am 
B USINESS DIRECTOR Y 
BOSTON   UNIVERSITY 
Metropolitan Advantages of every kind 
W. E.   HUNTINGTON, President. 
College of Liberal Arts.   Opens Sept. 17. 
New Building, Enlarged Facilities, Science 
Laboratories and Gymnasium. 
Address, The Dean, 688 Boylston 8trcet. 
School of Theology.   Opens Sept. 16. 
Address, The Dean, 72 Mt. Vernon Street. 
School Of Law.   Opens Oct. 1. 
College graduates of high rank may take the 
three years' course in two years. 
Address, The Dean, Ashburton Place. 
School of Medicine.   Opens Oct. 1. 
Address, The Dean, 302 Beacon Street 
Graduate Department.   Opens Sept. n. 
Address, The Dean, 688 Boyl ton Street 
Hello! Let's   go   down to BERT'S.    Where's 
that?    Why,   the 
WHITE LUNCH CART, where you 
get the best Sandwiches, Frankforts, 
Pies, Coffee, and 'Cocoa. 
Lewiston  Journal   Co. 
BOOK     AND     ART 
llriiittiift 
THIS establishment is thoroughly equipped 
for the spfcedy and correct execution of all 
orders, from the smallest to the largest. 
Orders from schools and colleges will receive 
particular attention, our halftone printing is 
unexcelled. Estimates on all varieties of work 
furnished on application. Come here with all 
your printing needs and be satisfied 
LEWISTON    JOURNAL    CO. 
Printing  Department 
16  LISBON  STREET,    LEWISTON,   MAINE 
DR. A. J. BOWMAN 
DENTIST 
163 MAIN STREET LEWISTON 
BUT  YOUK 
BOOTS AND SHOES 
AT  THE 
You are prepared for any emergency in 
correspondence that may arise. 
The IVirt Pen is always ready — always 
writes.   Oldest and best by test of 30years. 
Send for catalogue of 100 styles. 
Address, 
BLOOMSBURG,   PENNA. 
POPULAR   SHOE   STORE 
MORRELL &  PRINCE 
Masonic Block, 13 Lisbon St. 
LEWISTON 
Most up to date Shoe Store 
in the City. 
SUITS 
MADE  TO  ORDER 
SUITS, $18.00 up 
PANTS, $ 5.00 up 
OVERCOATS, $18.00 up 
Guaranteed First-Class Fit and 
Workmanship or Money 
Refunded. 
DAGGETT'S 
143 Main Street, LEWISTON, MAINE 
Please mention Bates Student in Patronizing Advertisers 
BUSINESS DIRECTOR Y 
• 
THE  GLOBE  STEAM LAUNDRY,   Special Rates to College Students 
CHAS. A. ABBOTT, Apothecary 
FIXE   LINE OF Corner Lisbon 
APOLLO    CHOCOLATES     and Main St.., 
IN   BOXES   AND   HULK. Lewiston,  Me. 
C.  L.  PRINCE 
SAMPLE AND DAMAGED SHOES 
AT   GREATLY   REDUCED   PRICKS. 
Men's 83.50 Shoes at $2.50. 
Ladies' 83.00 Shoes at $2.00. 
30  Bates  Street, LEWISTON,  MAINE 
SP3L 
PRINTING 




HARPER & G00GIN CO. 
138 Bates Street, 
TFLTPMO-I    217-2 
57 Whipple Street, 
TELEPHONE   217-3 
AUTOMATIC 1873 
is 
LEWISTON,  ME. 
BOWDOIN COLLEGE 
MEDICAL    DEPARTMENT. 
The 89th Annual Course of Lectures will begin 
Thursday, Oct. 22,1008. 
Four courses of lectures are required of all 
matriculate as flrst>course students. 
The courses are graded and cover Lectures, 
Recitations, Laboratory Work and Clinical In- 
struction. 
The third and fourth year classes will receive 
their entire instruction at Portland, where ex- 
cellent clinical facilities will be afforded at the 
Maine General Hospital. 
For catalogue apply to 
ALFRED  MITCHELL, M.D., Dean. 
BRUNSWICK, ME., 1907. 
DR. JOHN P. STANLEY 
DENTIST 
EI.LARD BLOCK, 
178 LISBON STREKT, LEWISTON,  MAINE 
Geo. M. Fogg's Leather Store 
is the place where you will find the best 
and largest line of 
TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES 
in the State. 
My Motto is: Good Goods at Fair Prices. 
123 Main St.. LEWISTON, ME. 
The NeW DeWitt 
Lewiston,    Me. 
G.  R. PATTEE, Proprietor. 
Do You IntenrJ to Study Meflicine ? 
The UNIVERSITY OF 
VERMONT COLLEGE 
OF MEDICINE asks 





The fifty-sixth session of this 
College of Medicine will open 
November 11, 1908, and con- 
tinue seven and one-half 
months.     :::::: 
For Announcement and Further 
Information, address 
H. L. WHITE, Sec, Burlington, Vt. 
Please mention Bates  Student in Patronizing Advertisers 
«^~   ■ 
BUSINESS  DIRECTOR Y 
Our Prices are  Lowest Our Work is absolutely correct 
DR.    AUSTIN    TENNEY 
Our examining oculist gives his personal attention to each case and all 
our work is guaranteed satisfactory or money refunded. 
Broken Lenses replaced for Students, 50c. each. 
LOTH PHONES        TENNEY OPTICAL CO.     31 Lisbon st. 
A Suggestion 
BUY    YOUR 
TENNIS   AND    BASE    BALL   GOODS 
OF- 
FINEST 
LINE    OF 
BATS 
IN    THE 
CITY 
Britton «3 Darling 
87    Lisbon   Street 
LEWISTON 
A certain amount of 
CONFIDENCE 
is necessary between you and your tailor, but it is always best to be on 
the safe side and put your requirements in the hands of one who enjoys 
a reputation, 
•J The International and "Buck" backs your confidence with an iron- 
clad guarantee of faultless service.    See his new "catches" for spring. 
<J If you can dig up reasons to believe that some other tailor can equal 
him in quality, style, fit and promptness, there is nothing left to do, but 
to give him your order on price. 
% The old boys will tell you that Quality for Quality no merchant tailor 
in America can compete with the International when a "show-down" 
is made with the coin. Why, is n't a fellow who has, and is studying 
college styles and fads, more able to give a fellow just what he is 
looking for, than the tailor who never saw a college campus ? 
•I 1000 suits on the market means "going some" and over half of these 
are college orders.     ^ Think it over, fellows. 
R. B. FRASER, 19 Parker Hall 




FREDERICK  M. PECKHAM, Agent for the GLOBE  STEAM LAUNDRY 
COBB    DIVINITY   SCHOOL, 
A    DEPARTMENT   OP   BATES   COLLEGE. 
FACULTY. 
GEORGE   C.   CHASE,   D.D.,   LL.D.,   PRESIDENT. 
REV.   JAMES  A.   HOWE,   D.D.,   DEAH, 
Professor of Systematic Theology aud Homiletics. 
REV.   ALFRED  W.  ANTHONY,  A.M.,  D.D.,  SECRETARY, 
Fullonton Professor of New Testament Exegesis and Criticism. 
REV.   SHIRLEY   J.   CASE,   A.M., 
Professoriof Philosophy and History of Religion. 
REV.   HERRERT  R.   PURINTOX,   A.M., 
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Interpretation. 
REV.   F.   M.   PREBLE,   D.D., 
Instructor in Church History. 
GROSVENOR   M.   ROBINSON,  A.M., 
Professor of Elocution. 
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21, 1870. It 
occupies Roger Williams Hall, a new and beautiful building, and is in charge of a special Faculty 
appointed by the College corporation. 
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian 
Church, and to give evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church 
of which they are members respectively, or by some ordained minister. 
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, 
must be prepared for examination in,the common English branches,Natural Philosophy, Physiology, 
Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra and in the Latin and Greek languages. 
Tuition, room rent, and use of,libraries free. 
THE    BIBLICAL   TRAINING   SCHOOL. 
This school was established by vote of the Trustees, June 27,1894, to provide for the needs of stu- 
dents not qualified to enter the Divinity School. Its students have equal privileges in the building, 
libraries lectures, and advantages already described. Its classes, however, are totally distinct from 
those of the Divinity School, the students uniting only in common chapel exercises and common 
prayer-meetings. 
This department was opened September 10,1895. The course of study is designed to be of prac- 
tical value to Sunday-school superintendents, Bible class teachers, evangelists, and intelligent 
Christians generally, as well as to persons who contemplate the ministry. 
Certificates of attainment will be granted to those who complete the course. 
New Hampton Literary Institute 
NEW   HAMPTON,   N.   H. 
REV. F.  W. PRESTON, A.M., 
PRINCIPAL 
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE 
PITTSFIELD,   ME. 
F.  U.  LANDMAN, A.B. 
PRINCIPAL 
Please mention  Hates Student in Patronizing Advertisers 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
FLAGG & PLUMMER 
Arttattr pijntngraplj^ra 
102  Lisbon Street LEWISTON, MAINE 
i 
i 
SPECIAL    ATTENTION   QIVEN   TO   STUDENTS 
TRY    ME    NEXT    TIME 
W.  H. WEEKS, Printer 
223 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
We carry the largest line of 
Pnnntiin P^nc intlietwocities.nave 
llJUllldlll i tIIO a good assortment in 
^——--^^———^^™ the following makes: 
WATKKMAN'S IDEAL, PAUL E. WIRT 
and BOSTON SAFETY. 
Ceo. V. Turgeon & Co. 
76 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON 
Irving E. Pendleton, D. M. D, 
Dentist 
129 Lisbon Street,      LEWISTON, ME. 
Osgood Klock. 
ESTABLISHED  1892 
Stephen   Lane   Folger 
180 Broadway, NEW YORK 
WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWfcLRY 
CLUB   AND   COLLKGE  PINS   AND   KINGS 
GOLD   AND   SILVER   MEDALS 
THE    HASWELL   PRESS 
♦.printing.. 
121-123 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
H. W. HASWELL, Prop. 






Elevator  Service 
S-a-y, F-e-1-l-o-w-s! 
If you drink Toffee or Cocoa why not 
drink the best? We have it. Our Sand- 
wiches, Frankforts, I'ies and in fact 
everything in the line of a good neat 
lunch can be had at the lower Lunch 
Cart, Corner Main and Lisbon Streets. 
O. F.  ROLLINS,   Prop. 
DR. EZRA H. WHITE 
DENTIST 
No. 1 Lyceum Hall Block, 
Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
DHS. W. II. THOMAS nnd W. II. BKKSNAHAN can 
be found at Dr. White'a Office. 
|1 




Work for GLOBE LAUNDRY Collected Monday, Delivered Thursday. 
J{oss Inn and 
Tee Cream Parlors 
THE PLACE to bring your relatives and friends for a rare 
treat of something good to eat. 
The best place for hot lunches in cold weather, and not the 
worst for cold lunches in hot weather. 
Oyster Stew, Chocolate, Coffee, Sandwiches, etc., etc. 
A choice line of Fruits, Nuts, Candies, and "Celebrated" 
Creams and Ices. 
CATERING  A  SPECIALTY 
Tel.—N. E. 531-a 
Auto.   1829 
GEORGE   A.   ROSS 
56 E.LM STREET, LEWISTON, MAINE, 
Fine jithletic Goods 
Tennis, Golf, Base Ball 
Jerseys, Sweaters 
THE   WRIGHT   6   DITSON 
Championship Tennis "Ball 
SEND   FOB   CATALOGUE,   FREE 
WRIGHT & DITSON 
New YorR 
Providence, R. I. 
Boston Chicago 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Please mention Bates Student in Patronizing Advertisers 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
FREDERICK  M. PBOKHAM, Agent for the GLOBE  STEAM LAUNDRY 
CLOTHING 
SOLD    BY   MAINES    G   BONNALLIE 
All the latest novelties in 
Students' wearing apparel 
always on hand   f   S   f   £ 
MAINES &  BONNALLIE 
ONE    PRICE 
CLOTHIERS 140 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, MAINE 
***** ■M MMMMM IWMW^WW a nraS5H5HSH5E5ESH5H5H5E5H5H5H5ESH5H5H5H5HSaSH5H5H5H5H5HH5? 1 I 
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FOR   SHUB   BY 
W. V. Sweetland, '08 34 RWH 
Ralph G. Reed, '09 18 PH 
Clarence P. Quimby, '10 45 PH 
James H. Carroll, '11 41 SH 
Miss Gulie A. Wyman, '11 36 ND 
Miss Wynona C. Pushor, '08 MH 
Miss Marion F. Knight, '08 WH 








JOHN W. PALMER, Printer 
LEinilSTON.    -    2WJB. 
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